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About This Booklet
The information in this booklet is from the National Cancer
Institute PDQ cancer information summary on renal cell
(kidney) cancer.

General Information About Renal Cell
(Kidney) Cancer
KEY POINTS

Learning about medical care for renal cell (kidney) cancer
can help you take an active part in making choices about
your care. This booklet tells about:

• Renal cell cancer is a disease in which malignant (cancer) cells form in tubules of the kidney.

Diagnosis, Staging and Treatment
Side Effects
Taking Part in Research Studies
Coping with Cancer and Managing Cancer Care

• Smoking and misuse of certain pain medicines
can affect the risk of renal cell cancer.

You can read this booklet from front to back. Or, you can
read only the sections you need right now.
For the latest information about renal cell (kidney) cancer,
please visit the National Cancer Institute (NCI) website at

www.cancer.gov/types/kidney/patient/kidney-treatment-pdq

Or contact the NCI Cancer Information Service. The Cancer
Information Service can answer your questions about cancer.
Call 1-800-4-CANCER (1-800-422-6237).

Words to Know

Words in bold are in the “Words to Know” section on page
41. The “Words to Know” section explains these words. It
also shows how to pronounce them.

Links to Cancer-Related Websites

Links you may want to learn more about are in parenthesis.
(i.e. www.cancer.gov) A complete list of the cancer-related
website links begins on page 46, at the end of this booklet.
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• Signs of renal cell cancer include blood in the
urine and a lump in the abdomen.
• Tests that examine the abdomen and kidneys
are used to detect (find) and diagnose renal
cell cancer.
• Certain factors affect prognosis (chance of
recovery) and treatment options.

Renal cell cancer is a disease in which
malignant (cancer) cells form in tubules of
the kidney.
Renal cell cancer (also called kidney cancer or
renal cell adenocarcinoma) is a disease in which
malignant (cancer) cells are found in the lining
of tubules (very small tubes) in the kidney. There
are 2 kidneys, one on each side of the backbone,
above the waist. Tiny tubules in the kidneys filter
5

and clean the blood. They take out waste products
and make urine. The urine passes from each kidney
through a long tube called a ureter into the bladder.
The bladder holds the urine until it passes through
the urethra and leaves the body.

transitional-cell-treatment-pdq) for more information).

Smoking and misuse of certain pain medicines can affect the risk of renal cell cancer.
Anything that increases your risk of getting a disease is called a risk factor. Having a risk factor
does not mean that you will get cancer; not having
risk factors doesn't mean that you will not get cancer. Talk with your doctor if you think you may be
at risk.
Risk factors for renal cell cancer include the following:
• Smoking.

Anatomy of the male urinary system (left panel) and female
urinary system (right panel) showing the kidneys, ureters,
bladder, and urethra. Urine is made in the renal tubules and
collects in the renal pelvis of each kidney. The urine flows
from the kidneys through the ureters to the bladder. The urine
is stored in the bladder until it leaves the body through the
urethra.

Cancer that starts in the ureters or the renal pelvis
(the part of the kidney that collects urine and drains
it to the ureters) is different from renal cell cancer.
(See the PDQ summary about Transitional Cell Cancer of the Renal Pelvis and Ureter Treatment
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/kidney/patient/
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• Misusing certain pain medicines, including
over-the-counter pain medicines, for a long
time.
• Being overweight.
• Having high blood pressure.
• Having a family history of renal cell cancer.
• Having certain genetic conditions, such as
von Hippel-Lindau disease or hereditary
papillary renal cell carcinoma.
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Signs of renal cell cancer include blood in
the urine and a lump in the abdomen.
These and other signs and symptoms may be
caused by renal cell cancer or by other conditions.
There may be no signs or symptoms in the early
stages. Signs and symptoms may appear as the tumor grows. Check with your doctor if you have any
of the following:
• Blood in the urine.

• A lump in the abdomen.
• A pain in the side that doesn't go away.
• Loss of appetite.
• Weight loss for no known reason.
• Anemia.

Tests that examine the abdomen and kidneys are used to detect (find) and diagnose renal cell cancer.
The following tests and procedures may be used:

• Physical exam and history: An exam of the
body to check general signs of health, including checking for signs of disease, such as
lumps or anything else that seems unusual. A
history of the patient’s health habits and past
illnesses and treatments will also be taken.
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• Ultrasound exam: A procedure in which
high-energy sound waves (ultrasound) are
bounced off internal tissues or organs and
make echoes. The echoes form a picture of
body tissues called a sonogram.
• Blood chemistry studies: A procedure in
which a blood sample is checked to measure
the amounts of certain substances released
into the blood by organs and tissues in the
body. An unusual (higher or lower than normal) amount of a substance can be a sign of
disease.
• Urinalysis: A test to check the color of urine
and its contents, such as sugar, protein, red
blood cells, and white blood cells.
• CT scan (CAT scan): A procedure that makes
a series of detailed pictures of areas inside the
body, such as the abdomen and pelvis, taken
from different angles. The pictures are made
by a computer linked to an x-ray machine. A
dye may be injected into a vein or swallowed
to help the organs or tissues show up more
clearly. This procedure is also called computed tomography, computerized tomography, or
computerized axial tomography.
• MRI (magnetic resonance imaging): A procedure that uses a magnet, radio waves, and a
computer to make a series of detailed pictures
of areas inside the body. This procedure is also
called nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
9

(NMRI).
• Biopsy: The removal of cells or tissues so they
can be viewed under a microscope by a
pathologist to check for signs of cancer. To do
a biopsy for renal cell cancer, a thin needle is
inserted into the tumor and a sample of tissue
is withdrawn.

Certain factors affect prognosis (chance
of recovery) and treatment options.
The prognosis (chance of recovery) and treatment
options depend on the following:
• The stage of the disease.

• The patient's age and general health.

Stages of Renal Cell Cancer
KEY POINTS
• After renal cell cancer has been diagnosed,
tests are done to find out if cancer cells have
spread within the kidney or to other parts of
the body.
• There are three ways that cancer spreads in
the body.
• Cancer may spread from where it began to
other parts of the body.
• The following stages are used for renal cell
10

cancer:
• Stage I
• Stage II
• Stage III
• Stage IV

After renal cell cancer has been diagnosed, tests are done to find out if cancer
cells have spread within the kidney or to
other parts of the body.
The process used to find out if cancer has spread
within the kidney or to otherparts of the body is
called staging. The information gathered from thestaging process determines the stage of the disease.
It is important to knowthe stage in order to plan
treatment. The following tests andprocedures may
be used in the staging process:

• CT scan (CAT scan): A procedure that makes
a series of detailed pictures of areas inside the
body, such as the chest or brain, taken from
different angles. The pictures are made by a
computer linked to an x-ray machine. A dye
may be injected into a vein or swallowed
to help the organs or tissues show up more
clearly. This procedure is also called computed tomography, computerized tomography, or
computerized axial tomography.
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• MRI (magnetic resonance imaging): A procedure that uses a magnet, radio waves, and a
computer to make a series of detailed pictures
of areas inside the body, such as the brain.
This procedure is also called nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging (NMRI).
• Chest x-ray: An x-ray of the organs and bones
inside the chest. An x-ray is a type of energy
beam that can go through the body and onto
film, making a picture of areas inside the
body.
• Bone scan: A procedure to check if there are
rapidly dividing cells, such as cancer cells, in
the bone. A very small amount of radioactive
material is injected into a vein and travels
through the bloodstream. The radioactive material collects in the bones with cancer and is
detected by a scanner.

There are three ways that cancer spreads
in the body.
Cancer can spread through tissue, the lymph system, and the blood:

• Tissue. The cancer spreads from where it began by growing into nearby areas.

• Blood. The cancer spreads from where it began by getting into the blood. The cancer travels through the blood vessels to other parts of
the body.

Cancer may spread from where it began
to other parts of the body.
When cancer spreads to another part of the body, it
is called metastasis. Cancer cells break away from
where they began (the primary tumor) and travel
through the lymph system or blood.

• Lymph system. The cancer gets into the
lymph system, travels through the lymph vessels, and forms a tumor (metastatic tumor) in
another part of the body.
• Blood. The cancer gets into the blood, travels
through the blood vessels, and forms a tumor
(metastatic tumor) in another part of the body.

The metastatic tumor is the same type of cancer as
the primary tumor. For example, if renal cell cancer
spreads to the bone, the cancer cells in the bone are
actually cancerous renal cells. The disease is metastatic renal cell cancer, not bone cancer.

• Lymph system. The cancer spreads from
where it began by getting into the lymph
system. The cancer travels through the lymph
vessels to other parts of the body.
12
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The following stages are used for renal
cell cancer:
Stage I

The National Cancer Institute (NCI) has a video for
patients called, “Metastasis: How Cancer Spreads”.
You can view this link and learn more at the webpage of the NCI: www.cancer.gov/metastatic-cancer
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Stage I kidney cancer. The tumor is 7 centimeters or smaller
and is found in the kidney only.

In stage I, the tumor is 7 centimeters or smaller and
is found in the kidney only.
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Stage II

Stage II kidney cancer. The tumor is larger than 7 centimeters
and is found in the kidney only.

In stage II, the tumor is larger than 7 centimeters
and is found in the kidney only.

Stage III

Stage III kidney cancer. The cancer in the kidney is any size
and cancer has spread to a) nearby lymph nodes, b) the blood
vessels in or near the kidney (renal vein or vena cava), c) the
structures in the kidney that collect urine, or d) the layer of
fatty tissue around the kidney.

In stage III, one of the following is found:

• the cancer in the kidney is any size and cancer has spread to nearby lymph nodes; or
• cancer has spread to blood vessels in or near
the kidney (renal vein or vena cava), to the
fat around the structures in the kidney that
collect urine, or to the layer of fatty tissue
around the kidney. Cancer may have spread
to nearby lymph nodes.
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Stage IV

Recurrent Renal Cell Cancer
Recurrent renal cell cancer is cancer that has recurred (come back) after it has been treated. The
cancer may come back many years after initial treatment, in the kidney or in other parts of the body.

Treatment Option Overview
KEY POINTS
• There are different types of treatment for patients with renal cell cancer.
• Five types of standard treatment are used:
Stage IV kidney cancer. Cancer has spread a) beyond the layer of fatty tissue around the kidney and may have spread into
the adrenal gland above the kidney with cancer, or b) to other
parts of the body, such as the brain, lung, liver, adrenal gland,
bone, or distant lymph nodes.

In stage IV, one of the following is found:

• cancer has spread beyond the layer of fatty tissue around the kidney and may have
spread into the adrenal gland above the kidney with cancer or to nearby lymph nodes; or
• cancer has spread to other parts of the body,
such as the bones, liver, lungs, brain, adrenal
glands, or distant lymph nodes.
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• Surgery
• Radiation therapy
• Chemotherapy
• Immunotherapy
• Targeted therapy
• New types of treatment are being tested in
clinical trials.
• Treatment for renal cell cancer may cause side
effects.
• Patients may want to think about taking part
in a clinical trial.
19

• Patients can enter clinical trials before, during,
or after starting their cancer treatment.
• Follow-up tests may be needed.

There are different types of treatment for
patients with renal cell cancer.
Different types of treatments are available for patients with renal cell cancer. Some treatments are
standard (the currently used treatment), and some
are being tested in clinical trials. A treatment clinical trial is a research study meant to help improve
current treatments or obtain information on new
treatments for patients with cancer. When clinical
trials show that a new treatment is better than the
standard treatment, the new treatment may become
the standard treatment. Patients may want to think
about taking part in a clinical trial. Some clinical
trials are open only to patients who have not started
treatment.

Five types of standard treatment are used:
Surgery
Surgery to remove part or all of the kidney is often
used to treat renal cell cancer. The following types
of surgery may be used:
• Partial nephrectomy: A surgical procedure
to remove the cancer within the kidney and
some of the tissue around it. A partial ne-
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phrectomy may be done to prevent loss of
kidney function when the other kidney is
damaged or has already been removed.
• Simple nephrectomy: A surgical procedure to
remove the kidney only.
• Radical nephrectomy: A surgical procedure
to remove the kidney, the adrenal gland, surrounding tissue, and, usually, nearby lymph
nodes.
A person can live with part of 1 working kidney,
but if both kidneys are removed or not working,
the person will need dialysis (a procedure to clean
the blood using a machine outside of the body) or
a kidney transplant (replacement with a healthy
donated kidney). A kidney transplant may be done
when the disease is in the kidney only and a donated kidney can be found. If the patient has to wait
for a donated kidney, other treatment is given as
needed.
When surgery to remove the cancer is not possible,
a treatment called arterial embolization may be
used to shrink the tumor. A small incision is made
and a catheter (thin tube) is inserted into the main
blood vessel that flows to the kidney. Small pieces
of a special gelatin sponge are injected through the
catheter into the blood vessel. The sponges block
the blood flow to the kidney and prevent the cancer
cells from getting oxygen and other substances they
need to grow.
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After the doctor removes all the cancer that can be
seen at the time of the surgery, some patients may
be given chemotherapy or radiation therapy after
surgery to kill any cancer cells that are left. Treatment given after the surgery, to lower the risk that
the cancer will come back, is called adjuvant therapy.

Radiation therapy
Radiation therapy is a cancer treatment that uses
high-energy x-rays or other types of radiation to kill
cancer cells or keep them from growing. There are
two types of radiation therapy:
• External radiation therapy uses a machine
outside the body to send radiation toward the
cancer.
• Internal radiation therapy uses a radioactive
substance sealed in needles, seeds, wires, or
catheters that are placed directly into or near
the cancer.
The way the radiation therapy is given depends
on the type and stage of the cancer being treated.
External radiation therapy is used to treat renal cell
cancer, and may also be used as palliative therapy
to relieve symptoms and improve quality of life.

Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy is a cancer treatment that uses drugs
to stop the growth of cancer cells, either by killing
22

the cells or by stopping them from dividing. When
chemotherapy is taken by mouth or injected into a
vein or muscle, the drugs enter the bloodstream and
can reach cancer cells throughout the body (systemic chemotherapy). When chemotherapy is placed
directly into the cerebrospinal fluid, an organ, or a
body cavity such as the abdomen, the drugs mainly affect cancer cells in those areas (regional chemotherapy). The way the chemotherapy is given
depends on the type and stage of the cancer being
treated.
See Drugs Approved for Kidney (Renal Cell) Cancer
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
drugs/kidney) for more information.

Immunotherapy
Immunotherapy is a treatment that uses the patient's immune system to fight cancer. Substances
made by the body or made in a laboratory are used
to boost, direct, or restore the body's natural defenses against cancer. This type of cancer treatment is
also called biotherapy or biologic therapy.
The following types of immunotherapy are being
used in the treatment of renal cell cancer:
Immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy: Some types
of immune cells, such as T cells, and some cancer
cells have certain proteins, called checkpoint proteins, on their surface that keep immune responses
in check. When cancer cells have large amounts of
these proteins, they will not be attacked and killed
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by T cells. Immune checkpoint inhibitors block
these proteins and the ability of T cells to kill cancer
cells is increased. They are used to treat some patients with advanced renal cell cancer that cannot be
removed by surgery.There are two types of immune
checkpoint inhibitor therapy:
• CTLA-4 inhibitor: CTL4-A is a protein on the
surface of T cells that helps keep the body’s
immune responses in check. When CTLA-4 attaches to another protein called B7 on a cancer
cell, it stops the T cell from killing the cancer
cell. CTLA-4 inhibitors attach to CTLA-4 and
allow the T cells to kill cancer cells. Ipilimumab is a type of CTLA-4 inhibitor.
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Immune checkpoint inhibitor. Checkpoint proteins,
such as B7-1/B7-2 on antigen-presenting cells (APC)
and CTLA-4 on T cells, help keep the body’s immune
responses in check. When the T-cell receptor (TCR)
binds to antigen and major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) proteins on the APC and CD28 binds to B7-1/
B7-2 on the APC, the T cell can be activated. However,
the binding of B7-1/B7-2 to CTLA-4 keeps the T cells
in the inactive state so they are not able to kill tumor
cells in the body (left panel). Blocking the binding of
B7-1/B7-2 to CTLA-4 with an immune checkpoint inhibitor (anti-CTLA-4 antibody) allows the T cells to be
active and to kill tumor cells (right panel).
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PD-1 inhibitor: PD-1 is a protein on the surface of T
cells that helps keep the body’s immune responses
in check. When PD-1 attaches to another protein
called PDL-1 on a cancer cell, it stops the T cell
from killing the cancer cell. PD-1 inhibitors attach
to PDL-1 and allow the T cells to kill cancer cells.
Nivolumab is a type of PD-1 inhibitor.

• Interferon: Interferon affects the division of
cancer cells and can slow tumor growth.
• Interleukin-2 (IL-2): IL-2 boosts the growth
and activity of many immune cells, especially lymphocytes (a type of white blood cell).
Lymphocytes can attack and kill cancer cells.
PD-L1 on tumor cells and PD-1 on T cells, help keep immune
responses in check. The binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 keeps T
cells from killing tumor cells in the body (left panel). Blocking the binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 with an immune checkpoint
inhibitor (anti-PD-L1 or anti-PD-1) allows the T cells to kill
tumor cells (right panel).
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See Drugs Approved for Kidney (Renal Cell) Cancer
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
drugs/kidney) for more information.
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Targeted therapy
Targeted therapy uses drugs or other substances
to identify and attack specific cancer cells without
harming normal cells. Targeted therapy with antiangiogenic agents are used to treat advanced renal
cell cancer. Antiangiogenic agents keep blood vessels from forming in a tumor, causing the tumor to
starve and stop growing or to shrink.
Monoclonal antibodies and kinase inhibitors are
two types of antiangiogenic agents used to treat
renal cell cancer.

• Monoclonal antibody therapy uses antibodies made in the laboratory, from a single type
of immune system cell. These antibodies can
identify substances on cancer cells or normal
substances that may help cancer cells grow.
The antibodies attach to the substances and
kill the cancer cells, block their growth, or
keep them from spreading. Monoclonal antibodies are given by infusion. They may be
used alone or to carry drugs, toxins, or radioactive material directly to cancer cells. Monoclonal antibodies used to treat renal cell cancer
attach to and block substances that cause new
blood vessels to form in tumors. Bevacizumab
is a monoclonal antibody.
• Kinase inhibitors stop cells from dividing and
may prevent the growth of new blood vessels
that tumors need to grow.
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Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitors and mTOR inhibitors are kinase inhibitors
used to treat renal cell cancer.

• VEGF inhibitors: Cancer cells make a substance called VEGF, which causes new blood
vessels to form (angiogenesis) and helps the
cancer grow. VEGF inhibitors block VEGF and
stop new blood vessels from forming. This
may kill cancer cells because they need new
blood vessels to grow. Sunitinib, pazopanib, cabozantinib, axitinib, and sorafenib are
VEGF inhibitors.
• mTOR inhibitors: mTOR is a protein that
helps cells divide and survive. mTOR inhibitors block mTOR and may keep cancer cells
from growing and prevent the growth of new
blood vessels that tumors need to grow. Everolimus and temsirolimus are mTOR inhibitors.

See Drugs Approved for Kidney (Renal Cell) Cancer
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
drugs/kidney) for more information.

New types of treatment are being tested
in clinical trials.
Information about clinical trials is available from
the NCI website (Link: www.cancer.gov/aboutcancer/treatment/clinical-trials).
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Treatment for renal cell cancer may cause
side effects.
For information about side effects caused by treatment for cancer, see our Side Effects (Link: www.
cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/side-effects)
page.

Patients may want to think about taking
part in a clinical trial.
For some patients, taking part in a clinical trial may
be the best treatment choice. Clinical trials are part
of the cancer research process. Clinical trials are
done to find out if new cancer treatments are safe
and effective or better than the standard treatment.
Many of today's standard treatments for cancer are
based on earlier clinical trials. Patients who take
part in a clinical trial may receive the standard treatment or be among the first to receive a new treatment.
Patients who take part in clinical trials also help improve the way cancer will be treated in the future.
Even when clinical trials do not lead to effective
new treatments, they often answer important questions and help move research forward.

Patients can enter clinical trials before,
during, or after starting their cancer treatment.
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Some clinical trials only include patients who have
not yet received treatment. Other trials test treatments for patients whose cancer has not gotten
better. There are also clinical trials that test new
ways to stop cancer from recurring (coming back)
or reduce the side effects of cancer treatment.
Clinical trials are taking place in many parts of the
country. Information about clinical trials supported
by NCI can be found on NCI’s clinical trials search
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/search) webpage. Clinical trials supported by other organizations can be found on the
ClinicalTrials.gov (Link: clinicaltrials.gov/) website.

Follow-up tests may be needed.
Some of the tests that were done to diagnose the
cancer or to find out the stage of the cancer may be
repeated. Some tests will be repeated in order to see
how well the treatment is working. Decisions about
whether to continue, change, or stop treatment may
be based on the results of these tests.
Some of the tests will continue to be done from time
to time after treatment has ended. The results of
these tests can show if your condition has changed
or if the cancer has recurred (come back). These
tests are sometimes called follow-up tests or checkups.
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Treatment Options for Renal Cell
Cancer
For information about the treatments listed below,
see the Treatment Option Overview section.

Stage I Renal Cell Cancer
Treatment of stage I renal cell cancer may include
the following:
• Surgery (radical nephrectomy, simple nephrectomy, or partial nephrectomy).

• Radiation therapy as palliative therapy to relieve symptoms in patients who cannot have
surgery.
• Arterial embolization as palliative therapy.
• A clinical trial of a new treatment.
Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are accepting patients. You can search for trials based on
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where
the trials are being done. General information
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stage II Renal Cell Cancer
Treatment of stage II renal cell cancer may include
32

the following:

• Surgery (radical nephrectomy or partial nephrectomy).
• Surgery (nephrectomy), before or after radiation therapy.
• Radiation therapy as palliative therapy to relieve symptoms in patients who cannot have
surgery.
• Arterial embolization as palliative therapy.
• A clinical trial of a new treatment.

Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are accepting patients. You can search for trials based on
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where
the trials are being done. General information
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stage III Renal Cell Cancer
Treatment of stage III renal cell cancer may include
the following:

• Surgery (radical nephrectomy). Blood vessels
of the kidney and some lymph nodes may
also be removed.
• Arterial embolization followed by surgery
(radical nephrectomy).
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• Radiation therapy as palliative therapy to
relieve symptoms and improve the quality of
life.
• Arterial embolization as palliative therapy.
• Surgery (nephrectomy) as palliative therapy.
• Radiation therapy before or after surgery (radical nephrectomy).
• A clinical trial of biologic therapy following
surgery.
Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are accepting patients. You can search for trials based on
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where
the trials are being done. General information
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

Stage IV and Recurrent Renal Cell Cancer
Treatment of stage IV and recurrent renal cell cancer may include the following:
• Surgery (radical nephrectomy).

• Surgery (nephrectomy) to reduce the size of
the tumor.
• Targeted therapy.
• Immunotherapy.
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• Radiation therapy as palliative therapy to
relieve symptoms and improve the quality of
life.
Use our clinical trial search (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search) to
find NCI-supported cancer clinical trials that are accepting patients. You can search for trials based on
the type of cancer, the age of the patient, and where
the trials are being done. General information
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials/) about clinical trials is also available.

To Learn More About Renal Cell
Cancer
For more information from the National Cancer
Institute about renal cell cancer, see the following:
• Kidney Cancer Home Page
(Link: www.cancer.gov/types/kidney)

• Drugs Approved for Kidney (Renal Cell)
Cancer (Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/
treatment/drugs/kidney)
• Biological Therapies for Cancer (Link: www.
cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/
immunotherapy/bio-therapies-fact-sheet)
• Targeted Cancer Therapies
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/
treatment/types/targeted-therapies/
targeted-therapies-fact-sheet)
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• Angiogenesis Inhibitors (Link: www.cancer.
gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/
immunotherapy/angiogenesisinhibitors-fact-sheet)
• Genetic Testing for Inhertied Cancer Susceptibility Syndromes (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/causes-prevention/genetics/
genetic-testing-fact-sheet)
• Tobacco (Link: www.cancer.gov/aboutcancer/causes-prevention/risk/tobacco)
(includes help with quitting)
For general cancer information and other resources
from the National Cancer Institute, see the following:
• About Cancer
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer)

• Staging (Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/
diagnosis-staging/staging)
• Chemotherapy and You: Support for People
With Cancer (Link: www.cancer.gov/
publications/patient-education/chemoand-you)
• Radiation Therapy and You: Support for People With Cancer (Link: www.cancer.gov/
publications/patient-education/
radiation-therapy-and-you)
• Coping with Cancer (Link: www.cancer.gov/
about-cancer/coping)
36

• Questions to Ask Your Doctor about Cancer
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/coping/
questions)
• For Survivors and Caregivers
(Link: cancercontrol.cancer.gov/ocs/
resources/survivors.html)

About This PDQ Summary
About PDQ
Physician Data Query (PDQ) is the National Cancer
Institute's (NCI's) comprehensive cancer information database. The PDQ database contains summaries of the latest published information on cancer
prevention, detection, genetics, treatment, supportive care, and complementary and alternative medicine. Most summaries come in two versions. The
health professional versions have detailed information written in technical language. The patient versions are written in easy-to-understand, nontechnical language. Both versions have cancer information
that is accurate and up to date and most versions
are also available in Spanish (Link: www.cancer.
gov/espanol/publicaciones/pdq).
PDQ is a service of the NCI. The NCI is part of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). NIH is the
federal government’s center of biomedical research.
The PDQ summaries are based on an independent
review of the medical literature. They are not policy
statements of the NCI or the NIH.
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Purpose of This Summary
This PDQ cancer information summary has current
information about the treatment of renal cancer. It
is meant to inform and help patients, families, and
caregivers. It does not give formal guidelines or recommendations for making decisions about health
care.

Reviewers and Updates
Editorial Boards write the PDQ cancer information
summaries and keep them up to date. These Boards
are made up of experts in cancer treatment and
other specialties related to cancer. The summaries
are reviewed regularly and changes are made when
there is new information. The date on each summary ("Updated") is the date of the most recent change.
The information in this patient summary was taken from the health professional version, which is
reviewed regularly and updated as needed, by the
PDQ Adult Treatment Editorial Board (Link: www.
cancer.gov/publications/pdq/editorial-boards/
adult-treatment).

Clinical Trial Information
A clinical trial is a study to answer a scientific question, such as whether one treatment is better than
another. Trials are based on past studies and what
has been learned in the laboratory. Each trial answers certain scientific questions in order to find
38

new and better ways to help cancer patients. During
treatment clinical trials, information is collected
about the effects of a new treatment and how well it
works. If a clinical trial shows that a new treatment
is better than one currently being used, the new
treatment may become "standard." Patients may
want to think about taking part in a clinical trial.
Some clinical trials are open only to patients who
have not started treatment.
Clinical trials can be found online at NCI's website
(Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/
clinical-trials). For more information, call the Cancer Information Service (Link: www.cancer.gov/
contact/contact-center) (CIS), NCI's contact center,
at 1-800-4-CANCER (1-800-422-6237).

Permission to Use This Summary
PDQ is a registered trademark. The content of PDQ
documents can be used freely as text. It cannot be
identified as an NCI PDQ cancer information summary unless the whole summary is shown and it
is updated regularly. However, a user would be
allowed to write a sentence such as “NCI’s PDQ
cancer information summary about breast cancer
prevention states the risks in the following way:
[include excerpt from the summary].”
The best way to cite this PDQ summary is:
PDQ® Adult Treatment Editorial Board. PDQ Renal Cell Cancer Treatment. Bethesda, MD: National
Cancer Institute. Updated MM/DD/YYYY. Avail-
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able at: https://www.cancer.gov/types/kidney/
patient/kidney-treatment-pdq (Link: www.cancer.
gov/types/kidney/patient/kidney-treatment-pdq).
Accessed MM/DD/YYYY. [PMID: 26389448]
Images in this summary are used with permission
of the author(s), artist, and/or publisher for use in
the PDQ summaries only. If you want to use an image from a PDQ summary and you are not using the
whole summary, you must get permission from the
owner. It cannot be given by the National Cancer
Institute. Information about using the images in this
summary, along with many other images related to
cancer can be found in Visuals Online
(Link: visualsonline.cancer.gov/). Visuals Online is
a collection of more than 3,000 scientific images.

Disclaimer
The information in these summaries should not be
used to make decisions about insurance reimbursement. More information on insurance coverage is
available on Cancer.gov on the Managing Cancer
Care (Link: www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/
managing-care) page.

Contact Us
More information about contacting us or receiving
help with the Cancer.gov website can be found on
our Contact Us for Help (Link: www.cancer.gov/
contact) page. Questions can also be submitted to
Cancer.gov through the website’s E-mail Us
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(Link: www.cancer.gov/contact/email-us).
Date this NCI Patient Education Statement was
updated: 2019-05-22.

Words to Know
Arterial embolization (ar-TEER-ee-ul EM-boh-lih-ZAYshun)

A procedure in which the blood supply to a tumor or an abnormal area of tissue is blocked. During arterial embolization, a
small incision (cut) is made in the inner thigh and a catheter (thin,
flexible tube) is inserted and guided into an artery near the tumor
or abnormal tissue. Once the catheter is in place, small particles
made of tiny gelatin sponges or beads are injected. This blocks the
artery and stops the flow of blood to the tumor or abnormal area
of tissue. Arterial embolization is used to treat some types of liver
cancer, kidney cancer, and neuroendocrine tumors. It may also be
used to treat uterine fibroids, aneurysms, and other conditions.
Also called TAE and transarterial embolization.

antiangiogenic (AN-tee-AN-jee-oh-JEH-nik)

Having to do with reducing the growth of new blood vessels.

axitinib (AK-sih-TIH-nib)

A drug used to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma (the most common type of kidney cancer). It is used in patients who have not
gotten better with other anticancer drugs. It is also being studied
in the treatment of other types of cancer. Axitinib blocks the action
of proteins called growth factor receptors and may prevent the
growth of new blood vessels that tumors need to grow. It is a type
of tyrosine kinase inhibitor and a type of antiangiogenesis agent.
Also called Inlyta.
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blood vessel (blud VEH-sel)

A tube through which the blood circulates in the body. Blood vessels include a network of arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules,
and veins.

blood. (blud)

A tissue with red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets, and other
substances suspended in fluid called plasma. Blood takes oxygen
and nutrients to the tissues, and carries away wastes.

cabozantinib (KA-boh-ZAN-tih-nib ... MA-layt)

A drug used to treat hepatocellular carcinoma (a type of liver
cancer) that has already been treated with sorafenib. It is also used
to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma (a type of kidney cancer). It
is used under the brand name Cabometyx to treat these cancers. It
is also used under the brand name Cometriq to treat progressive
medullary thyroid cancer that has spread to other parts of the
body. Cabozantinib-s-malate is also being studied in the treatment
of other types of cancer. It blocks certain proteins, which may help
keep cancer cells from growing. It may also prevent the growth of
new blood vessels that tumors need to grow. Cabozantinib-s-malate is a type of tyrosine kinase inhibitor and a type of angiogenesis inhibitor.

dialysis (dy-A-luh-sis)

The process of filtering the blood when the kidneys are not able to
cleanse it.

high blood pressure (hy blud PREH-sher)

A blood pressure of 140/90 or higher. High blood pressure usually
has no symptoms. It can harm the arteries and cause an increase in
the risk of stroke, heart attack, kidney failure, and blindness. Also
called hypertension.

Interleukin-2 (in-ter-LOO-kin...)

One of a group of related proteins made by leukocytes (white
blood cells) and other cells in the body. Interleukin-2 is made by a
type of T lymphocyte. It increases the growth and activity of other
T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes, and affects the development
of the immune system. Aldesleukin (interleukin-2 made in the
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laboratory) is being used as a biological response modifier to boost
the immune system in cancer therapy. Interleukin-2 is a type of
cytokine. Also called IL-2.

kidney function (KID-nee FUNK-shun)

A term used to describe how well the kidneys work. The kidneys
remove waste and extra water from the blood (as urine) and help
keep chemicals (such as sodium, potassium, and calcium) balanced in the body. They also make hormones that help control
blood pressure and stimulate bone marrow to make red blood
cells. Also called renal function.

medicines (MEH-dih-sin)

Refers to the practices and procedures used for the prevention,
treatment, or relief of symptoms of diseases or abnormal conditions. This term may also refer to a legal drug used for the same
purpose.

nephrectomy (neh-FREK-toh-mee)

Surgery to remove a kidney or part of a kidney. In a partial nephrectomy, part of one kidney or a tumor is removed, but not an
entire kidney. In a simple nephrectomy, one kidney is removed.
In a radical nephrectomy, an entire kidney, nearby adrenal gland
and lymph nodes, and other surrounding tissue are removed. In a
bilateral nephrectomy, both kidneys are removed.

over-the-counter (OH-ver-the-KOWN-ter)

Refers to a medicine that can be bought without a prescription
(doctor's order). Examples include analgesics (pain relievers), such
as aspirin and acetaminophen. Also called nonprescription and
OTC.

overweight (OH-ver-WAYT)

Being too heavy for one’s height. Excess body weight can come
from fat, muscle, bone, and/or water retention. Being overweight
does not always mean being obese.

Partial nephrectomy (PAR-shul neh-FREK-toh-mee)

Surgery to remove part of one kidney or a kidney tumor, but not
an entire kidney.
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pazopanib (puh-ZOH-puh-nib HY-droh-KLOR-ide)

A drug used to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma, which is the
most common type of kidney cancer. It is also used to treat advanced soft tissue sarcoma that has been treated with other anticancer drugs. It is being studied in the treatment of other types of
cancer. Pazopanib hydrochloride may prevent the growth of new
blood vessels that tumors need to grow. It is a type of protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor and a type of antiangiogenesis agent. Also
called GW786034 and Votrient.

Radical nephrectomy (RA-dih-kul neh-FREK-toh-mee)

Surgery to remove an entire kidney, nearby adrenal gland and
lymph nodes, and other surrounding tissue.

renal cell adenocarcinoma (REE-nul sel A-deh-noh-KARsih-NOH-muh)

The most common type of kidney cancer. It begins in the lining of
the renal tubules in the kidney. The renal tubules filter the blood
and produce urine. Also called hypernephroma, renal cell cancer,
and renal cell carcinoma.

Renal cell cancer (REE-nul sel KAN-ser)

The most common type of kidney cancer. It begins in the lining of
the renal tubules in the kidney. The renal tubules filter the blood
and produce urine. Also called hypernephroma, renal cell adenocarcinoma, and renal cell carcinoma.

renal pelvis (REE-nul PEL-vus)

The area at the center of the kidney. Urine collects here and is
funneled into the ureter, the tube that connects the kidney to the
bladder.

renal vein (REE-nul vayn)

The main blood vessel that carries blood from the kidney and
ureter to the inferior vena cava (a large vein that carries blood to
the heart from the lower part of the body). There is a renal vein for
each kidney.

Simple nephrectomy (SIM-pul neh-FREK-toh-mee)

Surgery to remove one kidney.
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stage I renal cell cancer (... REE-nul sel KAN-ser)

The tumor is 7 centimeters or smaller and is found in the kidney
only. Also called stage I kidney cancer.

stage II renal cell cancer (... REE-nul sel KAN-ser)

The tumor is larger than 7 centimeters and is found in the kidney
only. Also called stage II kidney cancer.

stage III renal cell cancer (... REE-nul sel KAN-ser)

One of the following is found: (1) the cancer in the kidney is any
size and cancer has spread to nearby lymph nodes; or (2) cancer
has spread to blood vessels in or near the kidney (renal vein or
vena cava), to the fat around the structures in the kidney that collect urine, or to the layer of fatty tissue around the kidney. Cancer
may have spread to nearby lymph nodes. Also called stage III
kidney cancer.

Sunitinib (soo-NIH-tih-nib MA-layt)

A drug used to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma (a type of kidney cancer). It is also used as adjuvant therapy to treat renal cell
carcinoma in patients who had surgery to remove the kidney and
have a high risk that the cancer will come back. Sunitinib malate
is also used to treat certain types of pancreatic cancer and gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) in some patients. It is also being
studied in the treatment of other types of cancer. Sunitinib malate
blocks certain proteins, which may help keep cancer cells from
growing. It may also prevent the growth of new blood vessels
that tumors need to grow. Sunitinib malate is a type of tyrosine
kinase inhibitor and a type of angiogenesis inhibitor. Also called
SU011248, SU11248, sunitinib, and Sutent.

temsirolimus (TEM-sih-ROH-lih-mus)

A drug used to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma (a type of kidney cancer). It is also being studied in the treatment of other types
of cancer. Temsirolimus blocks a protein involved in cell division,
and may kill cancer cells. It is a type of rapamycin analog and a
type of serine/threonine kinase inhibitor. Also called CCI-779 and
Torisel.
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vena cava (VEE-nuh KAY-vuh)

A large vein that carries blood to the heart from other areas of the
body. The vena cava has two parts: the superior vena cava and the
inferior vena cava. The superior vena cava carries blood from the
head, neck, arms, and chest. The inferior vena cava carries blood
from the legs, feet, and organs in the abdomen and pelvis. The
vena cava is the largest vein in the body.

von Hippel-Lindau disease (von HIH-pul-LIN-dow SINdrome)

A rare, inherited disorder that causes tumors and cysts to grow
in certain parts of the body, including the brain, spinal cord, eyes,
inner ear, adrenal glands, pancreas, kidney, and reproductive tract.
The tumors are usually benign (not cancer), but some may be
malignant (cancer). Patients with von Hippel-Lindau syndrome
have an increased risk of certain types of cancer, especially kidney cancer and pancreatic cancer. The signs and symptoms of
von Hippel-Lindau syndrome usually do not appear until young
adulthood. It is caused by a mutation (change) in the VHL gene.
Also called VHL disease, VHL syndrome, and von Hippel-Lindau
disease.

Clinical Trials General Information
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/

Clinical Trial Search
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/
search/

Clinial Trials Supported by Other Organizations
ClinicalTrials.gov/

Drugs Approved for Kidney (Renal Cell) Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/kidney

E-mail Us
www.cancer.gov/contact/email-us

Kidney Cancer Home Page
www.cancer.gov/types/kidney

Managing Cancer Care
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/managing-care

Questions to Ask Your Doctor about Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/coping/questions

Links to Cancer-Related Websites
Angiogenesis Inhibitors
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/
immunotherapy/angiogenesis-inhibitors-fact-sheet

Biological Therapies for Cancer
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/
immunotherapy/bio-therapies-fact-sheet
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Radiation Therapy and You: Support for People With
Cancer
www.cancer.gov/publications/patient-education/
radiation-therapy-and-you

Spanish
www.cancer.gov/espanol/publicaciones/pdq

Staging
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/diagnosis-staging/staging
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Tobacco
www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/
tobacco

Notes

Transitional Cell Cancer of the Renal Pelvis and Ureter
Treatment
www.cancer.gov/types/kidney/patient/transitional-celltreatment-pdq
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Access the AdventHealth Cancer Institute’s
CancerHelp Online Website with your Smartphone or
Tablet by scanning this QR Code:

CancerHelp Online is a patient education program of The
CancerHelp Institute, an official Content
Distribution Partner of the National Cancer Institute.
Funding is provided in part by the
AdventHealth Foundation.
www.cancerhelpadventhealth.com

Date this NCI Patient Education Statement was updated: 2019-05-22.

